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Mary Ann (Robinson) Blair; date unknown; original on sheet 1a is 2.5" x 
4" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; 
greyscale scan at 150% of original print size, adjust brightness, minor 
cropping; file size 196KB. 

James Sidney Blair and wife Ella Lorraine (Herndon) Blair; date 
unknown; original on sheet 1b is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1880s by 
Stone & Needles, Pueblo, Colo.; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, 
adjust brightness, minor cropping; TIF file size 1877KB. 

Myrtle Loletta Blair [daughter of James Sidney Blair and Ella Lorraine 
(Herndon) Blair (V2-02)]; ca. 1889 [estimate based on birthdate of 
Myrtle]; original on sheet 1b is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1889 by 
Needles & Nast, Pueblo, Colo.; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, 
adjust brightness, minor cropping; TIF file size 1920KB. 

Jennie Victoria Blair [daughter of James Sidney Blair and Ella Lorraine 
(Herndon) Blair (V2-02)]; ca. 1891 [estimate based on birthdate of 
Jennie]; original on sheet 1b is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1891 by D. 
B. Chase, Denver, Colorado; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, 
adjust brightness, minor cropping; TIF file size 1952KB. 

Sidney Ann Blair [daughter of James Sidney Blair and Ella Lorraine 
(Herndon) Blair (V2-02)]; ca. 1894 [estimate based on birthdate of 
Sidney]; original on sheet 1b is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1894 by 
Howard, Pueblo, Colo.; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness, remove minor spotting, minor cropping; TIF file size 1957KB. 
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Family of James Sidney Blair and wife Ella Lorraine (Herndon) Blair 
[daughters not specifically identified, however, their names in order of 
birth are, Myrtle Loletta Blair (V2-03); Jennie Victoria Blair (V2-04); 
Sidney Ann Blair (V2-05)]; ca. 1906 [estimate based on age of 
daughters]; original on sheet 2a is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent b&w 
print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, minor 
cropping; TIF file size 1554KB. 

Family of Isaac Butler Imes and wife Permelia Venora (Blair) Imes 
[1st row top L-R, Orley Harry Imes; Mary Olive Imes; Perry Leonard 
Imes; 2nd row from top L-R, Ellsworth Sidney Imes; Isaac Butler 
Imes; Laura Bonnie Imes (on Isaac's lap); Beulah May Imes (standing 
between father and mother); Permelia Venora (Blair) Imes; Charles 
Raughl Imes]; ca. 1890/91 [estimate based on age of Laura]; original 
on sheet 3a is 8" x 10" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
remove spotting, minor cropping; file size 1566KB. 

Family of Amos T. Royce and wife Sara Jane Haff (Blair) Royce [1st 
row top L-R, Amos T. Royce; Albert T. Royce (son); William Cook 
(son-in-law); 2nd row bottom L-R, Willabelle Royce (daughter); Sarah 
Jane Haff (Blair) Royce (wife); Donna Cook (daughter of William 
Cook); Effie May (Royce) Cook (daughter)]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 4a is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, remove major spotting, minor 
cropping; file size 309KB. 

Sarah Jane Haff (Blair) Royce [wife of Amos T. Royce and sister of 
Permelia Venora (Blair) Imes]; date unknown; original on sheet 4b is 
4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet Card" with rounded corners 
[style of the 1880s]; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale 
scan, adjust brightness, minor cropping; TIF file size 1427KB. 

Albert T. Royce [son of Amos T. Royce and Sarah Jane Haff (Blair) 
Royce]; date unknown; original on sheet 4b is 4" x 6" b&w print of 
apparent "Cabinet Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; 
copyright by R. H. Furman, Pueblo, Colo.; submitted by unknown; 
greyscale scan, adjust brightness and shadow, minor cropping; TIF 
file size 1933KB. 
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Family of William Cook [L-R, Effie May (Royce) Cook (wife); William 
Cook; Donna Cook (daughter)]; date unknown; original on sheet 4b 
is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet Card" with rounded 
corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright by Stone & Needles, Pueblo, 
Colo.; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
minor cropping; TIF file size 1879KB. 

Inez Cook [age 3] and Donna Cook [age 7] [children of William 
Cook and wife Effie May (Royce) Cook]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 4b is 4" x 6" b&w print of apparent "Cabinet Card" with 
rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright by Howard, Pueblo, 
Colo.; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
remove major spotting, minor cropping; file size 266KB. 

Wedding photograph of Issac Butler Imes and Permelia Venora 
(Blair) Imes; Fountain, CO, 24 February 1876; original on sheet 5a 
is 6.5" x 8.25" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, remove 
minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 1061KB. 

Grandchildren of Issac Butler Imes and Permelia Venora (Blair) Imes 
[L-R, Arlene Imes; Wilma Imes; Orley Imes]; early 1912; original on 
sheet 6b is 6" x 8" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
minor cropping; file size 934KB. 

Great-Grandchildren of Issac Butler Imes and Permelia Venora (Blair) 
Imes [L-R, Marilyn Meredyth Imes; (center) Permelia Venora (Blair) 
Imes; Catherine Claire Imes]; 1938; original on sheet 7a is 5" x 7.25" 
b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, major cropping; file size 
598KB. 
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Descendants of Isaac Butler Imes and Permelia Venora (Blair) Imes 
[1st row top L-R, Catherine Claire (Imes) Hildreth (BSGR#394, 
daughter of Orley Butler Imes); Orley Butler Imes (BSGR#380, son of 
Orley Harry Imes, son of Isaac Butler Imes); Gladys Imes (2nd wife of 
Orley Butler Imes); Lois Anderson (wife of Ted Anderson); Ted 
Anderson (son of Mary Olive (Imes) Anderson, daughter of Isaac 
Butler Imes); front row L-R, Devin Strang (son of Barbara Lois 
(Anderson) Strang); Barbara Lois (Anderson) Strang (BSGR#664, 
daughter of Ted Anderson)]; 1996; original on sheet 7b is 3.5" x 5" 
color print; copyright 1996 by Doris Osten; submitted by Doris 
(Turner) Osten, BSGR#384; color scan, adjust brightness, minor 
cropping; file size 295KB. 

Isabelle Crawford (Knox) McNeill [6th child of 10 born to David Knox 
and Nancy (Blair) Knox] and husband William McNeill; Abbeville, SC, 
ca. 1880s; original on sheet 9a is 3.75" x 5.5" b&w print of apparent 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Nancy (Knox) Schaffer, 
BSGR#493; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, minor cropping; file 
size 219KB. 

Dr. Robert John McNeill [son of William McNeill and Isabelle 
Crawford (Knox) McNeill]; date unknown; original on sheet 9a is 4" x 
5.5" color print of apparent color print; no copyright; submitted by 
Nancy (Knox) Schaffer, BSGR#493; color scan, minor cropping; TIF 
file size 4941KB. 

Elizabeth Estelle (Anderson) McNeill [daughter of John L. Anderson 
and Fannie Heard Anderson and wife of Dr. Robert John McNeill 
(V2-18)]; date unknown; original on sheet 9a is 4" x 5.5" color print 
of apparent color print; no copyright; submitted by Nancy (Knox) 
Schaffer, BSGR#493; color scan, minor cropping; TIF file size 
5178KB. 
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Bonnie Blair [Olympic Gold Medalist]; ca. 1992; original on sheet 10a 
is 4" x 5.5" post-card color print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; 
color scan, major cropping; file size 407KB. 

Gregory Rexroad [BSGR#419, son of Delva Rexroad and Edna H. 
(Houchen) Rexroad]; 1993; original on sheet 10a is 3.25" x 5" color 
print; copyright 1993 by Photos by Rich, Tinley Park, IL 60477 (708-
429-7555); submitted by unknown; color scan, minor cropping; file 
size 340KB. 

William McCormick Blair [founder William Blair & Company, son of 
Edward Tyler Blair and Ruby (McCormick) Blair]; date unknown; 
original on sheet 11b is 2.75" x 3.5 b&w photocopy of magazine 
article b&w print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale 
scan, adjust brightness, minor cropping; file size 151KB. 

Charles J. Blair Jr. [BSGR#424]; date unknown; original on sheet 13b 
is 4.75" x 7" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, minor 
cropping; file size 371KB. 

Portrait of George Blair, ca. 1850; photograph date unknown; original 
on sheet 14a is 8" x 10" b&w print of Oil Painting on Panel [on back of 
photograph is the following:  "The Sheldon Swope Art Gallery, 25 
South Seventh Street, Terre Haute, Indiana 47807; ACC. NO. 72.46; 
Chester Harding (1792-1866); Portrait of George Blair, c. 1850, Oil on 
panel; 28 3/4 x 23 1/2 inches unframed; Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Anton 
Hulman, Jr."]; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, 
adjust brightness, remove spotting, minor cropping; file size 808KB. 
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Thomas Blair [son of William Blair and Catherine (Evans) Blair and 
3rd great-grandfather of Lethene Parks]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print [from 
book, "Yellow Spring and Huron", by Charles Merrill, Mediapolis, 
Iowa, privately printed]; copyright 1897 by Charles Merrill; submitted 
by Lethene Parks, BSGR#490; greyscale scan at 150% of original 
image size, adjust shadow, rotate, minor cropping; file size 152KB. 

Margaret (Job) Blair [daughter of Morris Morrico Job and Lydia (Bond) 
Job, wife of Thomas Blair (V2-25) and 3rd great-grandmother of 
Lethene Parks]; date unknown; original on sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" 
b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print [from book, "Yellow Spring and 
Huron", by Charles Merrill, Mediapolis, Iowa, privately printed]; 
copyright 1897 by Charles Merrill; submitted by Lethene Parks, 
BSGR#490; greyscale scan at 150% of original image size, adjust 
shadow, rotate, minor cropping; file size 162KB. 

Mrs. Anne (Job) Bruce [daughter of Morris Morrico Job and Lydia 
(Bond) Job]; date unknown; original on sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" b&w 
photocopy of apparent b&w print [from book, "Yellow Spring and 
Huron", by Charles Merrill, Mediapolis, Iowa, privately printed]; 
copyright 1897 by Charles Merrill; submitted by Lethene Parks, 
BSGR#490; greyscale scan at 150% of original image size, adjust 
shadow, minor cropping; file size 93KB. 

David Evans Blair [son of William Blair and Catherine (Evans) Blair]; 
date unknown; original on sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" b&w photocopy 
of apparent b&w print [from book, "Yellow Spring and Huron", by 
Charles Merrill, Mediapolis, Iowa, privately printed]; copyright 1897 by 
Charles Merrill; submitted by Lethene Parks, BSGR#490; greyscale 
scan at 150% of original image size, adjust shadow, rotate, minor 
cropping; file size 133KB. 

Sarah (Job) Blair [daughter of Morris Morrico Job and Lydia (Bond) 
Job, and wife of David Evans Blair (V2-28)]; date unknown; original 
on sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print 
[from book, "Yellow Spring and Huron", by Charles Merrill, 
Mediapolis, Iowa, privately printed]; copyright 1897 by Charles Merrill; 
submitted by Lethene Parks, BSGR#490; greyscale scan at 150% of 
original image size, adjust shadow, rotate, minor cropping; file size 
143KB. 
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Morris William Blair [son of David Evans Blair and Sarah (Job) Blair]; 
date unknown; original on sheet 15a is 1.75" x 2.25" b&w photocopy 
of apparent b&w print [from book, "Yellow Spring and Huron", by 
Charles Merrill, Mediapolis, Iowa, privately printed]; copyright 1897 by 
Charles Merrill; submitted by Lethene Parks, BSGR#490; greyscale 
scan at 150% of original image size, adjust shadow, minor cropping; 
file size 187KB. 

James Blair; date unknown; original on sheet 16a is 5" x 7" b&w print 
of apparent b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Gladys (Blair) 
Ludens, BSGR#192; greyscale scan, remove spotting, minor 
cropping; file size 528KB. 

Elizabeth Johnson Conaway Blair [wife of James Blair (V2-31)]; ca. 
1900; original on sheet 16a is 5" x 7" b&w print of apparent b&w print; 
no copyright; submitted by Gladys (Blair) Ludens, BSGR#192; 
greyscale scan, adjust brightness, remove minor spotting, minor 
cropping; file size 433KB. 

Family of James Blair [V2-31] and Elizabeth Johnson Conaway Blair 
[V2-32] [1st row top L-R, James; Mary; Louisa; Elizabeth; 2nd row 
bottom L-R, Albert; Elizabeth Johnson Conaway Blair; Cyrus; Levi]; 
ca. 1900; original on sheet 16b is 5" x 7" b&w print of apparent b&w 
print; no copyright; submitted by Gladys (Blair) Ludens, BSGR#192; 
greyscale scan, adjust shadow, remove minor spotting, minor 
cropping; file size 488KB. 
 

Family of Edward Blair [son of Montgomery Blair who moved to 
Pratt, KS] and wife Hassie Blair [1st row top L-R, Grace; Claude; 
Robert; Clyde; Martha; 2nd row bottom L-R, Rena; Edward Blair; 
Milton [father of Maxine (Blair) Branam]; Hassie (wife of Edward 
Blair)]; date unknown; original on sheet 17a is 8" x 10" b&w 
photocopy of apparent b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Maxine 
(Blair) Branam, BSGR#549; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 1737KB. 
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Raymond Reed Parker [descendant of William Blair and Mary 
Hannah]; date unknown; original on sheet 18a is 4" x 5" color 
photocopy of color print; no copyright; submitted by Lucille G. 
Parker [wife of Raymond Reed Parker, BSGR#154]; color scan, 
adjust brightness, remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 
433KB. 

George W. Brown [great-grandfather of Raymond Blair];Sarah 
Brown (daughter) [grandmother of Raymond Blair]; Susan 
[Sarah/Susannah] (Wells/Wills) Brown (wife); date unknown; original 
on sheet 19a is 4" x 4.75" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, 
BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, rotate, remove minor 
spotting, minor cropping; file size 321KB. 

Boaz Adkins, wife Nynna (Blair) Adkins [Nynna is sister of James 
Lee Blair, father of Raymond Blair], unknown child; date unknown; 
original on sheet 19a is 3.75" x 4.5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, 
BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, remove minor spotting, 
minor cropping; file size 528KB. 

Marion Omburgey and wife Mattie (Isom/Ison) Omburgey [Mattie is 
sister of Maggie (Isom/Ison) Blair, mother of Raymond Blair]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 19a is 3.75" x 5.5" b&w photocopy of 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of 
Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, 
remove minor spotting and pencil marks, minor cropping; file size 
231KB. 

James "Jim" Blair [father of Raymond Blair], Unknown man, L-R; 
date unknown; original on sheet 19a is 3.75" x 3" b&w photocopy of 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of 
Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, remove minor 
spotting, minor cropping; file size 264KB. 
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James Blair [father of Raymond Blair]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 19b is 3.5" x 5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; 
greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 311KB. 

Joseph Blair [great-grandfather of Raymond Blair]; date unknown; 
original on sheet 19b is 4.75" x 6.5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, 
BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow, minor 
cropping; file size 584KB. 

Fred Blair [no family relationship noted]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 19b is 4.5" x 5.25" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; 
greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow, remove minor spotting 
and pencil marks, minor cropping; file size 769KB. 

Family of Frances M. Blair [L-R, Frances M. Blair; Zola Blair; Susan 
Maggard Blair (wife of Frances)]; ca. 1908 [based on approximate 
age of Zola]; original on sheet 19b is 2.75" x 3.75" b&w photocopy 
of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of 
Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan at 150% of original 
image size, adjust contrast and shadow, remove minor spotting and 
pencil marks, minor cropping; file size 583KB. 

Frances M. Blair, unknown girl, Ninnie Blair [L-R, no family 
relationships noted]; date unknown; original on sheet 20a is 2.75" x 
3.75" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale 
scan at 150% of original image size, adjust contrast and shadow, 
remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 553KB. 
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Blair Group Photograph [L-R, 1st row top, Unknown woman; Sarah 
Brown Blair; Alicia Blair; Unknown woman; L-R, 2nd row bottom, 
Elihu Larken Blair; William H. Blair; Ritter E. Brown Blair; John 
Adams (no family relationships noted)]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 20a is 4.75" x 6.75" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, 
BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, remove minor 
spotting, minor cropping; file size 761KB. 
[BSGR Note:  This compiler (Raymond H. Stoudt, BSGR#673) 
believes the identification of the individuals (especially noted in the 
men) in this photograph may be reversed; reference and 
comparison to V2-49 and V2-50 also required; recommend 
additional research to confirm identities.] 

Frances Marion Blair; date unknown; original on sheet 20b is 3.5" x 
5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene 
B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust 
contrast and shadow, remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file 
size 330KB. 

Cordelia (Isom/Ison) Ward [sister of Maggie (Isom/Ison) Blair 
(mother of Raymond Blair)]; date unknown; original on sheet 20b is 
4.75" x 6.5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale 
scan, adjust contrast, minor cropping; file size 783KB. 

Children of James Lee Blair and Maggie (Isom/Ison) Blair [L-R, 
Denver Blair; Hazel Blair; Raymond Blair]; ca. 1921 [estimate based 
on age of Raymond]; original on sheet 20b is 3.5" x 5.5" b&w 
photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair 
[wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness, remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 392KB. 
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Family of Judge William "Billy" Henry Blair [individuals not identified, 
photograph shows man and woman with children (4 boys and 4 girls); 
the following was written by the submitter...."I think these two pictures 
[reference V2-50 also] are of Judge Billy Blair an[d] his family I real[l]y 
don't know, Raymond didn't write on the back"]; date unknown; 
original on sheet 21a is 5" x 6" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond Blair, 
BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, remove minor 
spotting, minor cropping; file size 786KB. 
[BSGR Note:  This compiler (Raymond H. Stoudt, BSGR#673) 
believes the identification of this family should be compared to V2-45 
and V2-50; recommend additional research to confirm identity of 
family.] 

Family of Judge William "Billy" Henry Blair [individuals not identified, 
photograph shows man and woman with children (appears to be 3 
boys and 2 girls); the following was written by the submitter...."I think 
these two pictures [reference V2-49 also] are of Judge Billy Blair an[d] 
his family I real[l]y don't know, Raymond didn't write on the back"]; 
date unknown; original on sheet 21a is 3.5" x 5" b&w photocopy [very 
low quality] of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair 
[wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness, repair major imperfections, minor cropping; file size 
392KB. 
[BSGR Note:  This compiler (Raymond H. Stoudt, BSGR#673) 
believes the identification of this family should be compared to V2-45 
and V2-49; recommend additional research to confirm identity of 
family.] 

Maggie (Isom/Ison) Blair, Ida (Isom/Ison) Phipps, Mallie (Isom/Ison) 
Combs [?] [order listed on back of photograph, assume L-R]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 21a is 2.75" x 4" b&w photocopy of b&w 
print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair [wife of Raymond 
Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow, repair 
minor imperfections, minor cropping; file size 256KB. 
[BSGR Note:  This compiler (Raymond H. Stoudt, BSGR#673) 
recommends additional research to confirm identity of these 
individuals.] 

Children of James Lee Blair and Maggie (Isom/Ison) Blair [L-R, 
Denver Blair; Hazel Blair; Raymond Blair]; ca. 1917 [estimate based 
on age of Raymond]; original on sheet 21a is 3.5" x 5.5" b&w 
photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair 
[wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness, remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 358KB. 
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William Henry Blair and Dicy Williams Stamper [no family relationship 
noted]; date unknown; original on sheet 21b is 8" x 10" b&w 
photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Marilene B. Blair 
[wife of Raymond Blair, BSGR#251]; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, 
remove minor spotting, minor cropping; file size 1765KB. 

William Eason Blair [only child of Joseph Blair and Julia Edwards 
Blair; and great-grandfather of Woodford K. Burnett]; date unknown; 
original on sheet 22a is 8" x 10" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w 
sketch; no copyright; submitted by Woodford K. Burnett, BSGR#446; 
greyscale scan, remove minor spotting, major cropping; file size 
652KB. 

Family of Jerome Newton Dodson and Maud Ann (Blair) Dodson 
[grandparents of Woodford K. Burnett], [L-R, Maud Ann (Blair) 
Dodson; Frank Blair Dodson (son); Jerome Newton Dodson]; ca. 
1901 [estimate based on age of Frank]; original on sheet 22b is 7.5" x 
10.5" b&w photocopy of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
Woodford K. Burnett, BSGR#446; greyscale scan, remove minor 
spotting, minor cropping; file size 1808KB. 

William Richard Blair and wife Maria/Mariah Virginia (Grady) Blair 
[grandparents of Maxine E. (Blair) Davis (BSGR#222) and Phyllis J. 
(Mann) Wiles (BSGR#504)]; date unknown; original on sheet 23a is 4" 
x 5.5" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, 
adjust shadow, remove minor spotting and writing, minor cropping; file 
size 277KB. 

Cal Gibson [Left, cousin of Janet M. Rosenbaum] and John Robert 
Blair [Right, great-grandfather of Janet M. Rosenbaum]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 23a is 5" x 7" b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Janet M. Rosenbaum, BSGR#624; greyscale scan, 
minor cropping; file size 358KB. 
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Family of James Martin Sego and Lucy (Blair) Sego [L-R, James 
Martin Sego; Artissie (aka Tish); Lucy (Blair) Sego; Nan Mary (Sego) 
Blair; Millie; Lucy Belle (aka Luke); Bertha; Charlie in wheelchair 
(Millie and Lucy are twins)]; date unknown; original on sheet 23b is 
3.25" x 4.25" b&w photocopy [very low quality] of apparent b&w print; 
no copyright; submitted by Wretha Jean Douglas, BSGR#607; 
greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow, minor cropping; file size 
213KB. 

Family of James Martin Sego and Lucy (Blair) Sego [L-R, Lucy Belle 
(aka Luke); Ben; Artissie (aka Tish); Charlie; Millie (Lucy and Millie 
are twins)]; date unknown; original on sheet 23b is 3.5" x 5" b&w 
photocopy [very low quality] of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Wretha Jean Douglas, BSGR#607; greyscale scan, 
adjust contrast and shadow, minor cropping; file size 603KB. 

Family of Elijah Newton Blair and Nan Mary (Sego) Blair 
[grandparents of Wretha Jean Douglas], [L-R, Elijah Newton Blair, 
holding Lonard; Nan Mary, holding Emril]; 1907; original on sheet 24a 
is 3.5" x 4.5" b&w photocopy [low quality] of apparent b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Wretha Jean Douglas, BSGR#607; greyscale 
scan, adjust contrast, minor cropping; file size 440KB. 

Children of Elijah Newton Blair and Nan Mary (Sego) Blair 
[grandparents of Wretha Jean Douglas], [back row L-R, Lonard; Emril; 
front row L-R, Eva; Edith]; ca. 1920 [based on approximate age of 
children]; original on sheet 24a is 3.25" x 4.75" b&w photocopy [low 
quality] of apparent b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Wretha 
Jean Douglas, BSGR#607; greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 
419KB. 

Family of Elijah Newton Blair and Nan Mary (Sego) Blair 
[grandparents of Wretha Jean Douglas], at grave of Emril Blair [L-R, 
Elijah; Edith; Lonard; Eva; Nan Mary]; ca. 1926; original on sheet 24a 
is 3.25" x 4.75" b&w photocopy [extremely low quality] of apparent 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Wretha Jean Douglas, 
BSGR#607; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, minor cropping; file 
size 396KB. 
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Mary (Blair) Lyman [sister of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 25a is 4.25" x 6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1880s 
by Tray, Jackson, Mich.; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. 
Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust brightness and 
shadow; file size 485KB. 

Unknown relative of Austin Blair Family; date unknown; original on 
sheet 25a is 4.25" x 6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet Card" with rounded 
corners [style of the 1880s]; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust 
contrast and shadow; file size 508KB. 

Austin Blair [Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 
26a is 4" x 6" b&w sketch [appears on reverse side of page 92 from 
unknown book]; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust brightness and 
descreen; file size 568KB. 

Helen Blair, Portland, OR [age 15, daughter of Charles Austin Blair, 
son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 26b is 8" x 10" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. 
Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, 
major cropping; file size 1019KB. 

Helen Louise (Blair) Lamar [daughter of Charles Austin Blair, son of 
Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 
27a is 8" x 10" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, major 
cropping; file size 480KB. 
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Blair Home, 120 Lansing Ave., Jackson, Michigan [individuals not 
identified, however, comparison with other photographs (V2-71 & V2-
72) would seem to indicated the elderly man sitting with the two 
young girls, in the center of the photograph, is probably Charles 
Austin Blair, son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan; in addition to 
these three there are also six other woman and another man with a 
small girl in the photograph]; August 1901; original on sheet 27b is 
7.5" x 9.5" b&w print; copyright 1901 by A. G. Haight, Chicago, 
Illinois; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 1410KB. 

Charles A. Blair, Class of 1876, University of Michigan [son of Austin 
Blair, Governor of Michigan]; ca. 1876; original on sheet 30a is 4.25" x 
6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet Card" with rounded corners [style of the 
1880s]; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. 
Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, repair minor 
imperfections; file size 470KB. 

Charles A. Blair [son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 30a is 4.25" x 6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet 
Card" with rounded corners [style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1880s 
by Tray, Jackson, Mich.; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, repair 
minor imperfections; file size 515KB. 

Charles A. Blair [son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 30b is 3.75" x 5.5" b&w print; copyright date 
unknown by Tray, Jackson, Mich.; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins 
and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast, 
repair minor imperfections; file size 630KB. 

Charles A. Blair [son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 30b is 3.375" x 4.5" b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; 
greyscale scan, adjust shadow, repair minor imperfections; file size 
824KB. 
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Effie C. Blair [wife of Charles Austin Blair, son of Austin Blair, 
Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 30b is 3.75" x 
3.75" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast; file size 
224KB. 

Effie C. Blair, age 78 [wife of Charles Austin Blair, son of Austin Blair, 
Governor of Michigan]; ca. 1939; original on sheet 30b is 3.25" x 4" 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. 
Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast; file size 
150KB. 

Monument of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan; date unknown; 
original on sheet 31b is 4.25" x 5.25" b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow; remove 
minor spotting; file size 306KB. 

Unveiling Ceremony at the Monument of Austin Blair, Governor of 
Michigan; date unknown; original on sheet 31b is 4.25" x 5" b&w 
print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. 
Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast; file size 
457KB. 

Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan; date unknown; original on sheet 
32a is 4" x 5.5" b&w print; copyright Tray, Jackson, Mich.; submitted 
by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; 
greyscale scan, adjust contrast, repair minor imperfections and 
remove minor spotting; file size 768KB. 
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Mrs. Austin Blair [Sarah Louise Horton]; ca. 1878; original on sheet 
32a is 4" x 6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet Card" with rounded corners 
[style of the 1880s]; copyright ca. 1878 by H. Rocher, Chicago, 
Illinois; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast, remove minor spotting; 
file size 569KB. 

Mrs. Austin Blair [Sarah Louise Horton], [Mrs. Blair sitting by the 
fireplace, there is an oil portrait of Austin Blair above the fireplace, 
there are a number of photographs on the fireplace mantel, one of 
these photographs appears to be V2-64]; date unknown; original on 
sheet 32a is 4.25" x 5.25" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. 
Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, 
adjust contrast, repair minor imperfections; file size 359KB. 

Austin Blair [Governor of Michigan] and granddaughter Flora Vienna 
Blair [daughter of George Horton Blair and Vienna (Peck) Blair; she 
married Frank Smith]; date unknown; original on sheet 32b is 3.75" 
x 4.75" Sepia-toned "Cabinet Card" with gold serrated edges [style 
of the 1890s]; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, repair minor 
imperfections; file size 488KB. 

Austin Blair [Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 
32b is 3.75" x 5.375" b&w print; copyright by Steele; submitted by 
Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale 
scan, adjust contrast, repair minor imperfections; file size 742KB. 

Mrs. Caroline C. Hauk; Mrs. Effie Caroline Blair; George Fred Blair; 
Mrs. Ella Aurelia Cole (L-R); 18 June 1895; original on sheet 32b is 
3.5" x 4.75" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust 
shadow, repair minor imperfections; file size 434KB. 
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Mrs. Effie Caroline Blair; ca. 1900; original on sheet 33a is 3.25" x 
4.5" b&w print; copyright ca. 1900 by E. S. Tray, Jackson, Mich.; 
submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast, repair minor 
imperfections; file size 1073KB. 

Mrs. Ella Aurelia Cole [mother of Mrs. Effie Caroline Blair]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 33a is 3.25" x 4.5" b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen 
(Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust brightness and contrast, 
repair minor imperfections; file size 563KB. 

George Fred Blair, Annapolis, Maryland [inscription on back of 
photograph..."..To Grandma Hauk"]; 28 May 1896; original on sheet 
33a is 2" x 3.75" b&w print; copyright 1896 by E. S. Tray, Jackson, 
Mich.; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast, repair minor 
imperfections; file size 200KB. 

Austin T. Blair [son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan and wife 
Sarah Louise (Horton) Blair]; date unknown; original on sheet 33b is 
4.25" x 6.5" Sepia-toned "Cabinet Card" with rounded corners [style 
of the 1880s]; copyright by E. S. Tray Cor., Main and Mechanic Sts., 
Jackson, Mich.; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen 
(Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast and shadow; file 
size 563KB. 

Helen Blair[age 12, daughter of Charles Austin Blair]; ca. 1910; 
original on sheet 33b is 4" x 5.5" b&w print; no copyright; submitted 
by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; 
greyscale scan, adjust brightness and contrast, repair minor 
imperfections; file size 346KB. 
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Helen Louise Blair [name written in pencil on the photograph; 
daughter of Charles Austin Blair]; date unknown; original on sheet 
33b is 3.5" x 5.5" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness and contrast, repair minor imperfections, minor cropping; 
file size 259KB. 

Helen (Blair) Lamar and George Lamar; date unknown; original on 
sheet 33b is 2.75" x 4.5" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. 
Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, 
adjust bightness and contrast, minor cropping; file size 224KB. 

Lucie C. Blair [wife of George] and George F. Blair [son of Charles 
Austin Blair, son of Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; January 
1949; original on sheet 34a is 5" x 7" b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) 
Vaughan; greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 377KB. 

Ella A. Hauks North [age 29, written in pencil on the photograph is 
"Mother of E.C. Blair"]; ca. 1866; original on sheet 34a is 2.5" x 4" 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan, adjust contrast and 
shadow, repair minor imperfections; file size 223KB. 

Helen (Blair) Lamar [daughter of Charles Austin Blair, son of Austin 
Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 34a is 
3.25" x 4.5" b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan at 
150% of original print size, adjust contrast and shadow; file size 
346KB. 
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Blair Monument, Lansing, Mich. [Austin Blair, Governor of 
Michigan]; date unknown; original on sheet 34b is 3.5" x 5.375" 
color post card; copyright by The Valentine & Sons Publishing Co., 
Ltd., New York; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen 
(Wyatt) Vaughan; color scan, repair minor imperfections; file size 
728KB. 

Graveyard at Jamestown, VA, showing old Sycamore Tree which 
dismembered the tombs of Commissary James Blair and his wife, 
Sarah Blair [daughter of Col. Benjamin and Mrs. Hannah Harrison of 
Surry; 1670-1713]; date unknown; original on sheet 34b is 3.375" x 
5.375" color post card; copyright by The Association for the 
Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, Richmond, VA; submitted by 
Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; color scan, 
descreen, minor cropping; file size 761KB. 

Backside of V2-94a [original handwriting of Lucie C. Blair, wife of 
George F. Blair; mailed to Mrs. Char[les] A[ustin] Blair, 309 Leymour 
Ave., Lansing, Michigan]; postmark 22 May 1924; original on sheet 
34b is 3.375" x 5.375" color post card; copyright by The Association 
for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, Richmond, VA; submitted 
by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; color 
scan; file size 554KB. 
 

Tioga County Court House, Owego, NY; date unknown; original on 
sheet 34b is 3.375" x 5.5" color post card; copyright by Stickley-
Siver Inc., Binghamton, NY; submitted by Mrs. Susan Tompkins and 
Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; color scan; descreen, rotate and major 
cropping; file size 645KB. 

Backside of V2-95a [original handwriting of unknown grandchild of 
Austin Blair, Governor of Michigan]; date of handwriting unknown; 
original on sheet 34b is 3.375" x 5.5" color post card; copyright by 
Stickley-Siver Inc., Binghamton, NY; submitted by Mrs. Susan 
Tompkins and Mrs. Helen (Wyatt) Vaughan; greyscale scan; file 
size 386KB. 
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Milton Titus, Mary Jane (Blair) Titus [great-great-grandparents of 
Irvin L. Morse], unknown man; date unknown; original on sheet 35a 
is 3.5" x 5.5" b&w photocopy [extremely low quality] of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Irvin L. Morse, BSGR#130; greyscale scan, 
minor cropping; file size 286KB. 

George W. Blair [son of William F. Blair of Monroe County, MS] and 
Pearl Honeycutt Blair; Lee County, AR, ca. 1941; original on sheet 
36a is 8" x 9.5" b&w photocopy [very low quality] of apparent b&w 
print; no copyright; submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust 
contrast and shadow, minor cropping; file size 1780KB. 

John Forney Blair [son of William F. Blair of Monroe County, MS]; 
date unknown; original on sheet 36b is 2.25" x 3" b&w photocopy 
[very low quality] of apparent b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
unknown; greyscale scan at 150% of original print size, adjust 
contrast and shadow, minor cropping; file size 524KB. 

David Spurgeon Blair [son of William F. Blair of Monroe County, 
MS]; date unknown; original on sheet 36b is 2.25" x 3" b&w 
photocopy [very low quality] of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by unknown; greyscale scan at 150% of original print 
size, adjust contrast and shadow, minor cropping;  
file size 623KB. 

Rebecca Blair, Rebecca Lowery, Unknown child (L-R); ca. 1840-
1860; original on sheet 36b is a 3.5" x 3.75" b&w photocopy 
[extremely low quality] of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by unknown; greyscale scan, adjust shadow, minor 
cropping; file size 612KB. 
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Ellen Susan (Blair) Newton [center] with daughters, Margaret Jane 
Newton and Sarah Francis (Newton) Roberts [assume L-R, 
identification not indicated]; date unknown; original on sheet 37a is 
3.5" x 3.75" b&w photocopy of apparent b&w print; no copyright; 
submitted by Karen Lea Hill Walker, BSGR#648; greyscale scan, 
adjust brightness, minor cropping; file size 1024KB. 

Jewell D. Crocker; date unknown; original on sheet 37b is 3.5" x 5" 
color print; no copyright; submitted by Jewell D. Crocker, 
BSGR#25; color scan, adjust brightness, minor cropping; file size 
179KB. 

Alice Blair Owens [grandmother of Jewell D. Crocker]; date 
unknown; original on sheet 37b is 3.5" x 5" color print of apparent 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Jewell D. Crocker, 
BSGR#25; color scan, adjust brightness, repair minor 
imperfections, major cropping; file size 132KB. 

Frederick Martin Blair; ca. 1898; original on sheet 38a is 3.5" x 5" 
b&w print of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair 
Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale scan at 150% of original print size, 
major cropping; file size 266KB. 

Ruthelen (Friday) Blair and Frederick Martin Blair; ca. 1903; 
original on sheet 38a is 3.5" x 5" b&w print of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale 
scan, adjust brightness, major cropping; file size 133KB. 
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Frederick Martin Blair, Lincoln, NE; ca. 1930's; original on sheet 
38a is 3.5" x 5" b&w print of b&w print; no copyright; submitted 
by Barbara Blair Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale scan, file size 
234KB. 

Ruthelen (Friday) Blair, Lincoln, NE [wife of Frederick Martin 
Blair (V2-106)]; ca. 1930's; original on sheet 38a is 3.5" x 5" b&w 
print of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair 
Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale scan, adjust brightness, minor 
cropping; file size 206KB. 

Martin Guyan Blair [father of Frederick Martin Blair (V2-106)]; 
date unknown; original on sheet 38a is 3.5" x 5" b&w print of 
b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair Pixley, 
BSGR#18; greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 198KB. 

Lucretia Turner Fleming Blair [wife of Martin Guyan Blair (V2-
108)]; date unknown; original on sheet 38a is 3.5" x 5" b&w print 
of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair Pixley, 
BSGR#18; greyscale scan, adjust shadow; file size 247KB. 

Ruthelen (Friday) Blair and Frederick Martin Blair; ca. 1920's; 
original on sheet 38b is 3.5" x 5" b&w print of b&w print; no 
copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair Pixley, BSGR#18; 
greyscale scan, adjust brightness, major cropping; file size 
208KB. 
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Laberta Blair [mother of Barbara Blair Pixley] and Theodore 
Seward Blair [children of Frederick Martin Blair and Ruthelen 
(Friday) Blair]; ca. 1912; original on sheet 38b is 3.5" x 5" b&w 
print of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by Barbara Blair 
Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale scan, minor cropping; file size 
185KB. 

Laberta Blair [mother of Barbara Blair Pixley] and Theodore 
Seward Blair [children of Frederick Martin Blair and Ruthelen 
(Friday) Blair] of Fairbury, NE; ca. 1920; original on sheet 38b is 
3.5" x 5" b&w print of b&w print; no copyright; submitted by 
Barbara Blair Pixley, BSGR#18; greyscale scan, adjust 
brightness, minor cropping; file size 258KB. 


